Pickup and Delivery of Equipment: A Critical
Component for the Success of the Bond
Frankie Jackson spent the morning with Mike Grimes on June 15, 2017 as he picked up
and delivered technology equipment at Arnold middle school, CyRanch high school, and
Pope elementary school. More pictures are on the next slide.
Most of the equipment were instructional technology items that aged between five and
ten years old. Equipment ranged from old monitors, printers and desktops. Mike was
very kind to explain to Frankie all of the details of the job. The work is tedious. It
requires riding around in a big, noisy, hot truck. Once we arrived at the schools, it
required unloading the forklift, propping up doors, wrapping up the equipment with plastic
so the equipment is stable to move, loading the equipment into the truck, loading up
forklift, and taking everything back to the service center. It is a critical step in the overall
process of a large technology upgrade. Mike does a FANTSTIC job. Thank you Mike!
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Pickup and Delivery of Equipment: A Critical
Component for the Success of the Bond
These are more pictures from
picking up technology
equipment from CyRanch high
school, and Pope elementary
school. Mike makes his job
look easy but it’s not. He does
it with eloquence and
efficiency! Thank you for
sharing your time Mike!
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